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JESSICA LAJARD
Scrambled

Exhibition from 10 March to 28 April 2012

‘‘Scrambled’’ as in scrambled eggs, but also as in a radio signal; that lives as a parasite, that mixes; no
unambiguous reading of either the cocktail glass, nor the bottle in the sea which never arrives to the addressee.
This exhibition is also of haste, images that are in motion crowd, in an urgency which comes only from
themselves, which makes that the wrought iron arrow is going to confront the slice of bread by nailing it
definitively against the wall, or that the mouth opens to project an explosive and non recognizable vomit. In 
Jessica Lajard’s relation to domestic elements and to food objects they become a joke and furthermore, a diffuse  
feeling of violence and disgust. However, the outcome is immediately percepted, voiding the pleasure of the 
gesture of the hand and the choice of the material on behalf of the artist. In doing so, the artist revisits the Pop 
era with vividness and lightness, while letting the images and objects divert towards the grotesque.

Anne Rochette
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BIOGRAPHY

Jessica Lajard was born in 1985 in Libourne, France. She holds a diploma from the École Nationale 
Supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Paris with high honours. Her work was presented in several exhibitions such 
as  «Le vent d’après» (2011) at the ENSBA, «Winter Story» at the Kommune in Paris (2010) and  «Corridor» 
at the Central Saint Martin’s in London (2009). She recently participated in «Grand huit» at the Atelier En-
tre Deux in Pantin (2011)  and in «jardin éphémère» at the Jardin des Puces de Saint Ouen (2011). She recei-
ved the Prize of Sculpture of the Joseph Epstein Foundation.
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Jessica Lajard
Pull the plug and forget it, 2012

enamelled ceramic
63 x 27 cm         

Jessica Lajard
What you don’t know can’t hurt you, 2012

enamelled ceramic
89 x 71 x 45 and 140 x 23 x 23 cm
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